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You’ll get a partner with the expertise 
to deploy upgraded EV charging 

infrastructure quickly, at a competitive 
price. We can use your existing electrical 
service, avoiding additional construction. 

Inrush, our mobile and non-permanent 
charging solutions, accelerates charging 

deployments further, with minimal impact 
to existing operations.

Our charge management 
software, Omega, automates the 
charging process, accounting for 

cost, length of charge, time of day 
and duty cycles.

We also integrate with any 
EV, charger, telematics or fleet 
management tool - avoiding 

disruption to your current setup.

Our cloud-based software comes 
with a 99.9% uptime guarantee, 
so you can rely on our platform 
for your charging operations. 

Onsite hardware, our Advanced 
Site Controller, provides a 

failover for redundancy, ensuring 
consistent functionality. 

Project delays Unmanaged charging Poor connectivity

We solve for:

Why upgrade with us?

Get more from your EV charging project
Upgrade to smarter, reliable EV charging solutions for your fleet

Is your fleet experiencing charger faults, connectivity issues, or project delays? 
Upgrade with us for simple solutions that overcome these challenges and get your EV fleet operations back on track.

We can quickly install upgraded, competitively 
priced EV charging infrastructure, using your existing 

electrical service to avoid additional disruption.

Because we integrate with your existing hardware and 
tools, you’ll get smarter fleet management without 

overhauling your existing setup. You’ll also be able to 
easily add any new technology to this in the future.

Omega automates charging for lowest cost and 
dynamically adapts to your schedule. You’ll spend 

less time managing charging and more time focusing 
on business operations, with reduced energy costs.

Our charge management software comes with a 
99.9% uptime guarantee. This means that Omega will 
always be there to keep your fleet running smoothly.

Rapid deployment

Integration with existing tools

Smarter fleet management

Always available, guaranteed
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Let’s electrify together

Our EV charging solutions have proven to decrease operational costs and offer 99.9% charging infrastructure 
uptime. We work with our customers to find the right solution to help manage their electric vehicles.

Customer stories

“bp pulse helped us pinpoint the financial, operational, and equipment improvements we could make to realize 
40 percent savings and ensure uptime for our riders who depend on our bus service to go about their daily lives.” 

Tri Delta Transit

By installing additional chargers alongside Omega, we helped Palermo Union School District 
reduce electricity costs by 50% versus previously unmanaged charging.

Palermo Union School District

When Manhattan Beer Distributors upgraded to Omega, our charge management software, 
we integrated with their existing chargers to ensure EV readiness and reduce energy costs 
by over $38k.

Manhattan Beer Distributors

Faced with charger performance issues and higher-than-projected costs, Tri Delta Transit 
approached us to manage their charging going forward, leading to 40% savings and improved 
operational uptime.

Tri Delta Transit
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